New insights into diffusion in 3D crowded media by Monte Carlo simulations: effect of size, mobility and spatial distribution of obstacles.
Particle diffusion in crowded media was studied through Monte Carlo simulations in 3D obstructed lattices. Three particular aspects affecting the diffusion, not extensively treated in a three-dimensional geometry, were analysed: the relative particle-obstacle size, the relative particle-obstacle mobility and the way of having the obstacles distributed in the simulation space (randomly or uniformly). The results are interpreted in terms of the parameters that characterize the time dependence of the diffusion coefficient: the anomalous diffusion exponent (α), the crossover time from anomalous to normal diffusion regimes (τ) and the long time diffusion coefficient (D*). Simulation results indicate that there are a more anomalous diffusion (smaller α) and a lower long time diffusion coefficient (D*) when obstacle concentration increases, and that, for a given total excluded volume and immobile obstacles, the anomalous diffusion effect is less important for bigger size obstacles. However, for the case of mobile obstacles, this size effect is inverted yielding values that are in qualitatively good agreement with in vitro experiments of protein diffusion in crowded media. These results underline that the pattern of the spatial partitioning of the obstacle excluded volume is a factor to be considered together with the value of the excluded volume itself.